1. CONSUMER HEALTH EXPECTATIONS ARE ON THE RISE

The increase in consumer digital fluency will impact how care is delivered.

2. IS YOUR WORKFORCE DIGITALLY READY?

The future of healthcare requires a digitally enabled workforce with both skillsets and receptivity for technology and data to match the pace of healthcare innovation.

3. THE DIGITAL GAP CAN BE FILLED

Harnessing digital reduces administrative work, creating capacity for healthcare employees to learn new technology and refocus on high impact patient interaction.

4. AI & HUMAN TALENT JOIN HANDS

The future healthcare workforce will be augmented by AI and machine-learning to improve outcomes and experiences.

5. LEARN NEW SKILLS!

Healthcare employees based on self-identified learning skills.

6. ONLY HALF of business leaders have a strategy for digital talent development.

7. What can you learn from leaders in the adoption of AI?

See “Human + machine: Reimagining work in the age of AI” for more information.

8. CONTACT THE EXPERTS

Stacy Blanchard
stacy.blanchard@accenture.com

Mathew Collier
mathew.d.collier@accenture.com

Let’s put this all to use

Enhancing digital savvy will be crucial for the healthcare workforce to adapt at speed in a world where more consumers of all ages are driving the digital train. Embracing data and technology is just the beginning, but it is how you’ll succeed. Stay tuned for our next analytics release for your quarterly health talent check-up!
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